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Outline
❖ What are LLMs? (Intro)

❖ Usage, limitations, and opportunities

❖ What are LLMs? (Discussion)



Large Language Models
❖ A useful description of some complex phenomena

❖ Different aspects of “usefulness” generate different types of models

Phenomenological Mechanistic “Normative”/functional 

❖ Statistical modeling



Large Language Models
❖ Very little explicit modeling of linguistic phenomena 

❖ Assign probability to sentences, typically assuming:

❖ A useful thing to have for other goals (translation, speech-to-text, OCR,…)

❖ Can also be used to sample (“generate”) sentences

ℙ [S] = ∏
t

ℙ [wt |wt−k, …, wt−1]



Large Language Models
❖ The next-token-prediction objective is pretty “general”:

❖ בראשית ברא אלוהים את [    ]

❖ <board position> , white to move and they can pose checkmate by [           ] 

❖ Paris is a the capital of [       ]  ( ?)

❖ Potentially a lot of implicit knowledge (linguistic and otherwise)

❖ What about Understanding ?

ℙ [France] ≷ ℙ [England]



Large Language Models
❖ What is Large about Large Language Models:

Data (#examples)  Model (#parameters) Compute

❖ Representations and their importance 

❖ From look-up tables to large parametric models (neural networks)

❖ Does quantitative changes lead into qualitative changes?

❖ “More is different” (Anderson 1972)



Beyond “Natural” Language Modeling
❖ Language “in the wild” (Internet, social media, papers, books, … )

❖ Engineered examples: Instruction-tuning

❖ “Summarize the following text: <long text>. Summary: <short text>”

❖ Computer code (including comments)

❖ Conversational training via human feedback (RLHF)
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We don’t know 

what’s in the 

training data!
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Examples (5, cont.)



Examples (6)



“Hallucinations”
❖ Text plausibility doesn’t automatically indicate text correctness

❖ Form and Meaning 

❖ Caution is required because finding/verifying mistakes can be hard

❖ The model is just as confident when it “makes things up”

❖ “Solving” this problem is an active research area, and there is some progress

❖ A “Truth Machine” is mathematically/philosophically/(…) impossible

❖ “Solving hallucinations” = better grounding (of answers) in corpus data ?  



Bias
❖ Language and culture bias

❖ The distribution of training examples

❖ The “extra” training components (code, instructions, RLHF)

❖ This is an issue because it’s not clear to what extent (if at all) the “knowledge” 
component can be separated from “capabilities” component in these models.

❖ Societal issues: bias reproduction and bias amplification



Are LLMs useful?
❖ Generation for its own sake is probably boring or useless in most cases 

❖ unless you’re writing cheap commercial content to fill-up web pages…

❖ For general information-retrieval (“search”), reliability is still an issue

❖ Might be useful (with validating!) when “not knowing what to search for”

❖ Are there other use-cases?

Code Writing assistance Natural-language interfaces



LLMs as interface for language tasks
❖ Strong flexible “pattern matching” + instruction following capabilities — 

new possibilities for quantitative tools in humanities/social sciences?

❖ Compromising on human performance for machine scale

❖ Extract “structured” data from free-text, semantic analysis (sentiment, topic, 
…), convert formats, classification, comparisons, …

❖ Each such task used to require a dedicated, often in-house developed, tool



Examples (7)
❖ Attempt at a case study: an arbitrarily chosen US Senate testimony (pdf)

❖ Extracting some (very basic) data from text:

https://www.agriculture.senate.gov/imo/media/doc/2bb297ba-d13a-2f48-5253-a78d37e225ba/Testimony_Vilsack_03.16.2023.pdf
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What can LLMs offer for researchers?
❖ Actual new relevant insight, ideas, analysis

I would claim we are not there yet, and I doubt we will be soon

❖ New (complementary?) way to search / access information

There are issues, but for some use-cases it’s already working

❖ A more-or-less general toolset to digest, process, and manipulate text* at scale

The capabilities might be here already, and may be under-appreciated

* at least modern-ish English text



How to understand LLM capabilities?
“The Internet” is a  W I D E  place

People being mindblown by LLMs abilities

Example due to David Chapman tweet 

https://twitter.com/Meaningness/status/1660748292400234497
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How to understand LLM capabilities?
“The Internet” is a  W I D E  place

People being mindblown by LLMs abilities The Internet

Example due to Ben Recht tweet 

Learning to play chess like that is still impressive, but for different reasons

https://twitter.com/beenwrekt/status/1632909519666941952


So, what are LLMs?
❖ Glorified autocomplete (“Stochastic Parrots”) ?

❖ Bullshit Generators ? 

❖ Blurry JPEG of the Internet ?

❖ ? database” with natural language interface״

❖ proto-AGI ?

We don’t really know, at least partly because theory lags behind engineering

https://dl.acm.org/doi/10.1145/3442188.3445922
https://aisnakeoil.substack.com/p/chatgpt-is-a-bullshit-generator-but
https://www.newyorker.com/tech/annals-of-technology/chatgpt-is-a-blurry-jpeg-of-the-web
https://twitter.com/fchollet/status/1637121320340299776
https://arxiv.org/abs/2303.12712


Are LLMs a “black box”?
❖ LLMs (and other DL models) are often described as being a “black box”

❖ But here we have full access to every last internal detail of the system

❖ We lack understanding and theory, not access

❖ It is unclear what is the right level of abstraction to understand LLMs

LLMs are themselves a complex phenomena, and we lack good models

Opportunity for new perspectives to complement technical understanding?

Many current LLMs are a black box for commercial reasons, which is a different issue



Summary and a few comments
❖ LLMs are another new exciting tool, but it is still very much an open question how to 

put it to productive use

❖ Many more topics we didn’t cover.

❖ “Prompting”, Evaluation, Integration, Broader implications in AI, … 

❖ There’s a lot of material online, not all of which is equally good

❖ It is essential that we look beyond all the Hype and develop more nuanced 
appreciation of this technology



Resources and further reading
❖ Yoav Goldberg, Some remarks on Large Language Models (blog post) 

❖ Ted Chiang, ChatGPT is a blurry JPEG of the Web (New Yorker, Feb. 2023)

❖ Melanie Mitchell, AI: A guide for thinking humans (entire blog)

❖ Arvind Narayanan & Sayash Kapoor, AI Snake Oil (entire blog)

❖ Jacob Browning & Yann Lecun AI and the limits of language (Noema magazine)

❖ Lior Fox, Recursive games with ChatGPT (blog post, somewhat technical)

https://gist.github.com/yoavg/59d174608e92e845c8994ac2e234c8a9
https://www.newyorker.com/tech/annals-of-technology/chatgpt-is-a-blurry-jpeg-of-the-web
https://aiguide.substack.com
https://aisnakeoil.substack.com
https://www.noemamag.com/ai-and-the-limits-of-language/
https://gist.github.com/liorfox/a5dc1d9a3fac894591666056971979ae

